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Although grammatical variation is generally considered to be unavailable to the ‘sociolinguistic 
monitor’ (Labov 2008), recent research (e.g. Meyerhoff & Walker, in press) suggests that social 
stratification of grammatical variables is possible through re-analysis of grammatical variants as 
lexical. This suggestion can be tested by examining subject-verb agreement in English plural 
existentials, which varies between plural agreement (1), singular agreement (2a), and the 
lexicalized variant there’s (2b). If grammatical variants are re-analyzed as lexical, we should 
expect the social and linguistic conditioning of lexicalized there’s to differ from that of more 
productive variation in agreement.   
(1) We had to hang our food because there were bears. (004:774) 
(2) a. There is no municipal laws or anything like that. (020:789) 
 b. There’s black bears, I believe there’s brown bears. (006:059) 

This paper tests this hypothesis, using a corpus of spoken Toronto English (Hoffman & 
Walker 2010), with speakers stratified by generation, sex, ethnic background and degree of 
ethnic orientation (EO). From sociolinguistic interviews with 45 informants, 1,986 tokens of 
there-existentials with plural reference were extracted, coded for a series of linguistic factors, 
and analyzed using Rbrul (Johnson 2009). 

Results for linguistic conditioning parallel other studies, with singular agreement favored 
by past tense, absence of plural –s, and the presence of intervening material, and there’s 
conditioned by determiner type. A mixed-models analysis taking interspeaker variability into 
account selects only ethnic background and ethnic orientation as significant for both variants: 
Italians favor singular agreement, while Chinese strongly disfavor; low EO Italians favor there’s, 
while British/Irish speakers disfavor. Not only does the different sociolinguistic conditioning of 
the two variants provides further evidence that there’s is lexicalized, but the conditioning of 
singular agreement by ethnic background also suggests that grammatical variables may be 
socially stratified even without lexical re-analysis. 
 

 


